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UC Pageant rocks Student Center NAACP steps out on campus
By Anterria Brown

By Kristina Rogers

Panther Staff

Panther Staff

The 5th annual Mr.
and Miss University College
scholarship pageant took
place on Tuesday, Oct. 5
at 7 p.m. in the Memorial Student Center
auditorium.
The pageant attracted a sizeable crowd,
filling the auditorium to its
maximum · capacity.
Thetheme"OnceUponaTune,"
took viewers to a magical g
storybook castle-like set- ~
ting with the use of various types of medieval
props 9•
.
an d
artifacts.I_

Prairie View A&M
University students are
privileged to have their
own chapter of the NAACP
(National Association for
the Advancement for Colored People) on campus.
Of course, most people know that the NAACP is
an organization that fights
for civil rights. Considering
there aren't any brutal acts
of discrimination requiring
"sit-ins" at white only businesses, or minorities staying Hodge, a senior management
in after dark because we don't information systems major

J

Freshman Kim- R
berly Parker, said, "The
pageant had a really son, repre en\ing building
unique \heme. 'Yb.e Ol)en- 37, Sossi'ty Lewis, representing act was really good, and ing building 40, and Adri-

each section of the pageant
was like a chapter in a story."
The mistress
and master of ceremonies were the reigning
Mr. and Miss University
College, Brandi Terrell and J. Stone.
The pageant
featured 15 contestants, each representing
different buildings in University College. The contestants included Regina
Bacchus, representing building 48, Marchelle Cain,
representing building 35,
Tristan Fruge, representing
building 42, Jamie Jack-

Viewpoints

Negro, Nigger,
Nigga?

Page4

The organization
was established in 1936, and
is still standing because it
ensures the political, educational, social, and economic
equality of minority groups
and citizens; achieves quality of rights and eliminates
race prejudice among citizens of the United States of
America." (www.naacp.org)
ThePVAMU chapterwas established in 2002. Dr.
Artemesia Stanberry is the primary advisor, and Dr. James
Jones is the secondary advisor. The president is Sabrina

want to become another body
hanging from a tree, why
does the
CP still exist?

e

AACP page6

r. an
i
ni r it
Co\\ege Pageant rec ived a Commuters must pay to park
$500 scho\arshil) each,
enne Quickley, representing the right to represent Uni- By Chr\ Ina Johnaon and
building 39. Others versity College in the Daneric Johnson
Panther Staff
were Quineshia Thom- homecoming parade,
as, repre enting build- and a bag filled with
As of Oct. 9, coming 41, Christina Wesley, a variety of other prizes. muters, faculty, staff, visiContestants chosen tors, and alumni will have to §
representing building 44,
for
1st
runner
up received a pay a fee to park on campus !
Joshua Boone, represent$250
scholarship
each. For for special events, accord- I
ing building 45, Sherod
Cooper, representing building their participation, all ing to Fred Washington, as- 3
43, and Jermonte Hender- other contestants re- sociate vice president for ~
son, representing building ceived a $100 scholarship. finance and administration. ~
A five-dollar toll will
47. TherestwereAndre'Hill, The pageant was dividMSC parking lot
representing building 46, ed into four different cat- be charged to all persons decals will have to pay five
LeAndre Prince, representing egories, each depicting a who don't have universi- dollars to park on campus.
building 36, Marcus Pugh, chapter in the story of what ty residential area decals
Students who live in
representing building 37, it takes to capture the title wanting to come on cam- University Village Phases I,
and Wesley Vinson Jr., of Mr. and Miss Universi- pus, whether it is to attend II, III and University College
representing building 38. ty College. The categories a special event or not ·Even
students who have commuter
The winners of the

In the spirit
How and why
should you pray?
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Small Business Development Center Opens

By Edward J. Schauer

On Oct.12, Prairie View A&M University
opened the Small Business
Center (SBDC) in southeast
Texas.
The PV-SBDC, a
business consulting and
training center of the University of Houston Small

workshops for small business sist entrepreneurs and small
in Waller County to increase business start-ups as well as
their awareness of business experienced business owners
opportunities and to help who want to grow their busitheir businesses grow. Given nesses.
our interest in international
Free consulting serbusiness, personal financial vices from an SBDC is availplanning, and minority busi- able to anyone interested in
ness the new Center would starting a small business for
be a' catalyst for the univer- the first time, or improving
sity's increased involvement or expanding an existing

small business.
Beginning in November, seminars and consultations will be held in
the Hobart Taylor Building
located on the campus and
at various locations throughout Waller county.
Entrepreneurs are
encouraged to take advantage of this free and valuable

resource. Those who are interested in the center may
contact the Director, Dan T.
Rhodes, at 936-857-4060 to
schedule an appointment, or
for more information.

University Village residents
ponder their differences
By Jamil Hooper
Panther Slllff

Dan Rhodes heads the Small Business Uevolpoment
Center located in hobart Taylo, room lBll7
Business Development Network, will be operated by the
College of Business and will
provide free consulting services to small businesses and
potential entrepreneurs who
reside in Waller County.
In July 2004, the
College of Business received
grant funding to operate and
house a new Small Business
Development Network center.
Previously, Waller
County businesses received
assistance from the SBDC at
Blinn College. "It makes good
sense for us to have a SBDCin
the PV C.ollege of Business,"
said Munir Quddus, Ph.D.,
Dean of College of Business.
"We are deeply CO])lillitted
to the land grant mission of
the university. The COB is
dedicated to use its expertise
to assist the comm unity in
business and economic development. The grant will
allow us to expand our reach
in the community b offering

with the Community"
The Small Business
Development Center offers
one-stop assistance to individuals and small businesses
by providing a wide variety
of information and guidance
in central and easily accessible branch locations.
The US Small Business Administration (SBA)
administers the Small Business Development Center
Program to provide management assistance to current
and prospective small business owners.
The program is a cooperative efforl of the private
sector, the educational community and federal, state
and local governments. It
enhances economic development by providing small
business with management
and technical assistance.
SBDC staff will leverage the knowledge and
experience of faculty in the
C.ollege of Business to as-

Drive through the
parking lot of Prairie View
A&M Unive~ity's Phase III,
where individuals with the
grade point average of 3.5
or above reside. The overall
environment is distinctly
different from Phase I and
II.Why?
The residences are
no more than a football field
away from each other. The
students who live in Phase
III attend the same institu-

tion as the ones who live in
Phase I and II, yet noise is
more of a problem in Phase
I and II (University village).
Maintenance seems to be a little more of a priority in Phase
III, and the overall treatment
of the facilities tend to differ
among both the residences.
"The police are not
always around as much in
Phase III as they are in phase
I and II," says juni~r Itumie
Cheatham, a resident in
Phase II. "There is always
traffic in and out of where I
stay, but Phase I and II are
livelier than Pl).ase III."

Phase III resident
Rebecca Williams, states ,
"There are no thugs hanging out in Phase Ill and
the overall environment as
far as furnishing and living
conditions are way more
respectable."
Despite the differences in environmental conditions Phase I, II and III,
students find themselves
bringing to campus the
habits and living conditions
they were familiar with before entering college.
Whether or not
each of the residences is
clean,quiet, or well
kept, all
students
should
exhibit
m o rals ,
manne rs,
and good
habits instilled in
the m b y
their parents.

Residents of University Village Phase I and II experience a
busier residential life than Phase III residents.
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A few thoughts on how to ace your exams
Special to The Panther

Press Release

3
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1. Success with exam-takfog begins on the first day
of class:
a. Get a copy of the
class syllabus and read it
carefully.
b. Ask/know what
the profs expectations are
and the material to be covered.
2. Superior academics never
miss a class:
a. Practice listening
to the Prof.: What is emphasized, what is repeated?
b. Practicenote-taking: Three months from now
you will not remember what
was said the first month of
class.
3. A-students read the text
book chapters through at
least five times: They outline
the chapters and summarize
major issues.
NOTE:Attendance + Attention + Textbook Study =
Good testing knowledge.
4. Class and textbook notes
should be reviewed at least
once per week.

a. Compare class
notes and textbook notes:
1) How do
these two sources
complement each other?
2) How do
they differ?
3) If they differ greatly,
or disagree
on a point, ask the prof. for
clarification.
b. Expect to put in
40 hours per week on your
studies: If you have gone to
class and have faithfully read
and studied your book -- and
still you are not up to 40 hours
--then put in the extra hours
reviewing your notes.
c. A couple weeks
before the exam, begin to
identify (from your notes) the
issues which may yield exam
questions. Write your questions in the margins of your
notes. Practice answering
them.
5. A few class periods before
a major exam, ask your prof.
the following:
a. How many questions will be on the exam?
b. Will the questions
be true or false, multiplechoice, fill in the blanks, short
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Prairie View A&M University
Editor in Chief: Christina Johnson
Managing Editor: Denise Cohen
l.&H andA&E Editor: Raquel Clark
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answer, or essay? Knowing
the type of questions included will guide you in how to
study.
c . Will the e xam
questions expect specific
knowledge (e.g., "There are
5,741, left-handed, blue-eyed,
cross-dressers in Gideon's
study."); or more conceptual knowledge (e.g., "Prison
populations have grown exponentially during the last
twenty years.); or definitions
(e.g., "Crime is legally defined
as 'behavior' which breaks
'statutory law,' and for which
one can be 'punished' by the
state.").
d. Direct your studies
toward answering questions
of the type asked.
6. Definitions and explanations should be developed in
your own words.
a. If you can not define it in your own words, you
do not understand it!
b. 0th r peop\ 's
definitions and explanations
may be memorized and parroted back on a test, but they
will neither be understood
nor remembered by you.
c. If you can not

explain a point or issue to a the exam, be psyching yourfriend or fellow student using self up: M. Ali was heard to
your own words, you do not declare again and again, "I
understand the point; and AM The GREATF.ST!!!" So,
can hardly expect to be ready convince yourself:
if a question about that point
a. I have studied hard
is asked on the exam.
and faithfully according to the
d. If you can not de- suggestions above.
fine and explain the terms and
b. I understand the
concepts used in your classes, material.
you are not getting a "college
c. All I have to do is
education!"
write down the answers.
7. Be done with your studyd. If any others can
ing at 5 p.m. the day before get As on this exam, I certhe exam:
tainly can!
a. A good supper,
e. I am something
an early movie, and a good special, and my m i nd is
nigh t's rest are m ore valu- grea t!
able than cramming those
f. I will focus my
last hours. We are quite sure mind to draw all of my ability
that Muhammad Ali did not to perform during the hour
spar late into the night the allotted for the exam!
day before he whipped each
g. Don'tsayit, rather
of his heavyweight boxing think it: "Give me the exam!
opponents.
l'U sh ow all of you!"
b. Eat a nourishing 9. M ost stud n\s ptacticing
breakfast: Wnen you focus th s\ ps on through · ght
yourmindonth xam,itwill abov riY,OTO \ • {aithfo\\: •
need all th propeT fue\ i\can and l)UT
{u\
·n
\
us (and while our rnusd
~ in m t colJeg da
can get b on low-octan
regular gasoline, your mind
only works at peak efficiency
with high-test!).
8. Those last few days before

First poetry reading of the year to take
place between PV and Texas A&M
On Tuesday, Nov. 2, at 7 p.m. the Coleman Library will hold
the first poetry exchange between creative writing departments at Prairie View and Texas A&M in Rm. 108. Students
and faculty members from both schools will read their poems
in the first of a series of exchanges between the two schools.
Next Spring, PVAMU will visit ~e A&M campus. A reception
will follow the reading.
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every Wednesday!_
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Purple
& Gold Poll

Frat member dispels rumors his organization
Dear Editor,
From the first day
I entered this noble Klan of
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity,
Inc. it seems like I have been
envied and/or hated upon.
Let's not even get into the
stereotypes Kappa's have to
endure whether it be we are
conceited or we dog women.
It seems lilceevery time I read
20 questions someone is verbally slandering us with untrue rumors. obody seems
to remember or care that we
once had the most community
service hours on campus, won
chapter of the year in our
province, registered the most
people to vote in 2003 raised
money for Waller Elementary
Hoopers, etc. Don' t get me
wrong every organization has
its bad app\es. ljustaskyouto
at least evaluate members of
any mganuanon before you
stereotype them. l worked
hard to become a member of
my frat so don't do yourselfan

injustice and stereotype me as
a pretty-boy/dog or any other
rumor you may hear.
Many of you might
have heard disturbing things
about the line we had last
fall, whether it had to do with
homosexuality or any other
rumor. Namely the one that
said we got caught by the police and directors of Student
Activities engaging in unsavory acts with prospective
members. No brothers of
Zeta Beta were found in any
house with any prospective
member. If such a thing happened we would have gone
to jail. Point blank. Do you
know any Kappa who went
to jail last fall? I don't think
so. I'm taking action myself
to let people know what's really good, and hopefully, this
article can travelas fast as the
rumor did. We are innocent,
yet we get treated like felons.
We have people smile in our
face and verbally tear us down

when we are not around.
Those on the outside
looking in will never know
the things Animal Nupes go
through. Some mistake our
confidence for arrogance.
There is nothing wrong with
being confident, we just try to
achieve in all we do. That is
what was taught to us.
Well that is what's
good with The Zoo. I do appreciate the few who have
showed us love throughout
thepastyear. Sohereissome
good news finally for us: We
are recognized on campus
once again; we have finally
been cleared and we are free
to run the yard. We will be
back with even a stronger
vengeance. The Zoo will
never die .. .Ah-Ah-Ah Animals ...Yo!

Tiffany Hogg

-----Interracial Dating Survey
-

-
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Have you dated outside your race?
I 3. Is it interracial dating if your companion is a minority?
4. Would you marry outside your race?
I 5. Are you opposed to interracial dating?
6. Is interracial dating a way of life?
I 7. Is interracial dating a trend that will pass?
8. Have your parents or family members influenced your dating preference?
9. Is there a form of equality between two individuals of different races who are dating?
10. In an intimate relationship, I am most attracted to a man or woman who is:
_Physically attractive
_Sensuous
Very intelligent
_A great conversationalist
I _Very self- assured
_Other
Hometown: Galveston, Texas
I 11, In an intimate relationship, I am most satisfied when:
Spouse/ Children: 1 son, William Kimble; daughter-in_The woman or man I am with is very focused on my needs.
law, Pontus; a grandson, Jonathan (4 years old)
_The woman or man I am with is able to appreciate my worth as a person.
Occupation: Assistant Professor of Psychology
_The woman or man I am with allows me to appreciate him or her.
Favorite Musician: Frankie Beverly and Maze
_The woman or man I am with allows me to be "my real self'.
Favorite Color. Coral Family
12. In an intimate relationship, the role of each partner is defined by:
Favorite Food: Shrimp
I _It's a 50/50 give and take proposition
\ NigbtandDay. Night
_Roles are defined by the woman and the man responds.
One thing -you can't. live 'Without: GOD\
_Roles are defined by the man and the woman responds.
\ You are 1Dost bappyvb.en: lam fulfifiln& m God- &iv
_Roles are not"defined" they evolve along with the relationship
purpose.
13. The goal of an intimate relationship should be:
Who do you admire aod Joolc up to: fy moth r,
Sexual fulfillment
I Franky Brown; my late father, Ed Brown; Rod Pais (
=Emotional fulfillment
Secretary of Education).
_Mutual growth toward a common goal
Advice for freshmen: Determination is the Jcey to reach_Continuous giving of self to the other person so that the two individuals actually becomel ing your goals.
Advice for senJon: "When you have a dream inside your
14. The purpose of "love" in an intimate relationship is to:
heart don't ever Jet it go- for dreams are the tiny seed from
_Make each person feel good about him/herself.
which tomorrows grow!"
_Make the sexual experience more fulfilling to each person.
_Make each person a stronger individual.
il'fo find out more info about last week's Gra.nt press release,
_Serve the partner's need and fill in her or his weaknesses.
contact Dr. Veda Brown (936) 857- 2090.
L-E~ble~e l!!!,er ~v~ th,!_oth~pe~n '!!.,tho~~ t a ~ s <!!'e~. _
_
.J
2.

I

Phillip Wade
Senior, Computer Eng. Tech

"The. rules seem to have some problems addressed but we still have a
long way to go make them good
enough to address all the problems
sooner or later."
Thomas Smith
Sophomore, Finance

Zeta Beta Cliapter
Kappa AJpha Psi

rappers, singers, authors,
and many other leaders of
this society use the word nigger, or the like, negatively.
Continue to laugh when it is
accepted for white comedians
to greet the audience using
the word nigga, continue to
buy Eminem's album when
it is accepted for him to rap
about the niggas that he dislikes, and begin to accept the
usage of these words when
you watch movies and listen
to stories about the house
niggers and field niggers who
struggled for African Americans today.
We degrade each
other, we degrade our heritage, and we degrade our
past, present and future with
the negative practice of nigger, nigga, or negro.

r -
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I 1. Would you date outside your race?

"I feel that there are more important issues to be addressed such as
car robberies and security in the
Phases."

Marcus Young

OCT. 13,2004

The Panther is interested in gaining feedback on dating preferences for a future story.
Please fill out the survey and return it to Rm 219 in the MSC or e-mail your responses to
panther@pvamu.edu.

How do you feel about the new
parking rules on campus?

"I feel it's too crowded and that we
need to use some of the school's
money to build a bigger parking lot."

Negro, Nigger, Nigga?
The words negro, for everyone else.
nigger, and nigga are used to
Tracie Calloway,
describe the color black, as a Student Government Assogreeting, ignorance, or just ciation vice president stated
a way to reflect on African that, "The word nigger was
American heritage.
originally used to degrade
Although many are and classify African Amerioffended if someone outside cans as those oflower sta~.
the African American culture Instead of progressing as a
uses the words negro, nig- culture and saying hello by
ger, or nigga, as a culture we using someone's name, some
use the word to greet each would rather regress and call
other and even to put each each other niggas or nigger."
other down. What makes
Nigger, as stated by
these words okay for African Wikipedia, the free online enAmericans to use in deroga- cyclopedia, "Is now the rudest
tory phrases and not other term in the English language
cultures? Commonly used by for white and non-Hispanic
both whites and blacks mostly speakers. However, some
in Southern areas, until the African Americans regularly
Civil Rights era of the 1<)6os, use it as a term of endearwhen it became unacceptable ment, as in: What's up, my
in public, it is now acceptable nigger (or nigga)?" How can
for some. What's good for the we use such words that batgoose is definitely good for the tered and bruised our ancesgander. If it is tolerable for tors spirits for any reason?
you it is tolerable
African American comedians,

THE PANTHER
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Joslw.aSmith
· Sophomore, Computer Science
By Jerrell Hudson
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Students react to Bill Cosby's comments
BvMatthewJackson

.,
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always hopeful, and endures through
every circumstance. (1 Cor 13:7)."

•••
•••

Lakeisha Buckner
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•• What's your motto to live by? •
■
• Email your "Handwriting on the ■
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:wall" to panther@pvamu.edu
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When it was all said
and done, jaws dropped and
the crowd was stunned. It
was the 40 minute speech
that would have everyone
talking.
Last May, comic legend Bill Cosby was invited to mented on how today's black
th
't
ed bo t
say a few words at Hampton you aren concern a u
University during the com- grammar. "They're standing
memoration of the 50 th an- on the comer and they can't
niversary of the Brown vs. speak English. I can't even
Board of Education decision. talk the way these people
Instead of using talk: 'Why you ain't, 'Where
. ,
' d th
this time to talk about how you 1s, ...and I blame
e
kid
until
I
heard
the
mother
many steps we as a people have taken forward, he talk. And then 1 heard the
chose to comment on how fathertalk.. .Everybody knows

$~?

• ♦•

••

•••

it's importantto
.
speak Enghs
exceptthese
kn u ck I e heads....
You can't be
a doctor with
.
f
that kind o
.
crap coIDlllg
out of your
mouth t"

A s
harsh and as
these comments

b

Bill Cos 'Y

may have seemed to
the rest of the nation, many
African Americans seemed
to regard it as a long overdue wake up call for Black
.
"I f l h
B"ll
America.
ee t at 1
Cosby's comments were very
true," says Marvin Daniels, a

library assistant
tP · · Vi
a rame 1ew.
..1 belleve that 1·1
th"
was some mg
th
d d
at nee e to
be said. We, as
a people, need
limin"
th
toe
ate e
excuses and do
what we need
to d o. W e need

very motivating and mov.mg, ,, sa1"d- Ron d a J a ckson,
• • h
· · Vi1ew.
aJumor
ereat p rame
"
d
l k
If
It ma e me oo at myse
•
a bttle more as a young
black woman, as a college
student, and as a productive
,,
person.
H owever, 1"t' s no t
like Mr. Cosby is all talk
·
If ~nyth"~g,
and. no action.

to understand
that we need to
have individual pride

he IS the one who s setting
the example for the rest of
to & 11
us 10 ow.
t Cosb
Last Augus ,
y
agreed
pay the full f?uryear ~tion of three African
~erican students, each
with troubled backgrounds
h willbe
din H
w o • a_tte? g ampton Umvers1ty m the fall.

and to stop complaining about what other groups
have and we don't."
Some students here
on campus even saw Cosby's
to
comments as a reason reexamine their own lives. "I
found Cosby's speech to be

.t?
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UC from page 1
were casual/ everyday day wear, ta Jent
competition, formal wear
competition, and the question and answer forum.
The
winners were divided into
several sections including, Miss Congeniality who
was Adrienne Quickly,
Most Dedicated who was
Quinshia Thomas, Miss Personality who was Tristan
Fruge, best female talent
who was Regina Bachus,
best male talent who was
Jermonte Henderson. The
best formal wear winners
were Sossity Lewis and
Jermonte Henderson.
Th e
w i nners of the 2004-2005
Mr. & Miss University
College scholarship pageant were Regina Bachus,
and Jermonte Henderson
"All the contestants in
the pageant were really
good; everyone brought
something different and
unique to the pageant. It
was obvious that they
worked long and bard to
prepare for the event,"
said sophomore Whitney
Walker.

NAACP from page 1

THE PANTHER

CAMPUS
what she says. She established a program this summer called "Children are
the Future," where children
from low income families
are provided with clothes
and supplies for school.
SGA President Nigel
Redmond, Rock-the-Vote
President Jehmu Greene,
President of League Defense
Funding, the President of
Asian Pacific Islanders, and
Hodge met in Washington
with the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights Oct 8 to discuss
youth voter suppression,
why students of PVAMU are
reluctant to vote, and the
battle with Oliver Kitzman.
NAACP held a leadership conference Sept. 30-0ct.
2 in Corpus Christi. There,
the PV chapter received the
2004 Voter Empowerment
award. Previous awards
that they have received are
Best New Chapter in 2002,
and Voter Empowerment
in 2003. They were also applauded for their efforts in
fighting for PVAMU students'
right to vote. Our march to
Waller Courthouse bas influenced HBCUs to step up and
fight for their rights as well.
Eddie White was
voted NAACP King and
Meosha Lewis gained the
title as the NAACP Queen at
the last meeting. The next
NAACP meeting is Oct.14
at 6:30 p.m. in room 204 in
W.R. Banks. Hodge encourages everyone to become
a member of the NAACP.
"The experience you receive
from joining is phenomenal,
and will help you perceive
life differently," said Hodge.

□

28 NAACP Picnic

Parking from page 1

November
□

□

Teach Electric
Safety to Jones
Elementary
Providing less
fortunate families
with Thanksgiving
baskets.

December
□

□

Pass out encouragement care packages to students for
exams.
Extending Children
are the Future by
adopting a child for
Chrisbn.as

will not have to pay nor will
they be charged a fee to leave
and return to campus. However, residents will only be
allowed to park in their respective areas. If residential
students are caught parked
outside of their areas between 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. they
will be ticketed and towed.
Courtney Smith,
SGA senator for parking,
said, " Word to wise: get
a decal or suffer the consequences. Tickets will be
given out, boots will be put
on cars, and towing will be
enforced starting next week."
"Ifyou do not pay the
money to get on campus or
if you're not parked in your
residential area, you pay a
price. Tickets start at $55."

There will be stipulations for parking during
Homecoming, Oct 17-24, too.
All recreational vehicles (RVs)
and Winnebagos will have to
pay $35 a day to park, or they
can purchase a three-day pass
for $95. Commuters, faculty,
staff, visitors, and alumni can
pay the five dollars for a oneday pass to park or can pay
$12 for a three-day pass. To
tailgate or get reserved parking in the MSC and dirt lots by
the field house will cost $10.
To avoid all the hassle during Homecoming,
temporary parking decals
can be purchased for two
dollars, effective Oct. 15.
"This is an outrage,"
said Smith."Alumni are aware
of the prices but it's not right.
Something needs to be done."

Campaigns Making Their Pitches at HBCUs
As Election Day approaches,

By Black College Wire

With the national
election less than a month
away, historically black colleges and universities have
become magnets for getout-the-vote activists and
the presidential candidates'
campaigns.
Many have targeted
African American students
with voter drives that peak
this month with the states'
deadlines for registering to
vote Nov. 2. In a number of
states, registration ended
Oct. 4, but in many others
the clarion to sign up now
and vote in November still
sounds on college campuses.
"I am somebody!
Keep hope alive! Let's go
vote! Everybody scream!"
FloridaA&M students chanted, echoing the exhortations
of Jesse Jackson when his
"Hope is on the Way" tour
stopped through Tallahassee
on Sept. 30.

from Dallas, Texas.
Hodge joined NAACP because "I love· the work they
do. Fighting for civil rights
and getting young people involved in community service
is important to me. I want
to continue the legacy that
was started by its founders." NAACP of.PVAMU upcomHer duties are overseeing the ing events are:
organization, making sure October
□ 13 Voter Rally with
they stick to the strategic
SGA
plan laid out by the national
D
25-29 Voter Emorganization; this includes
powerment
Week
economicdevelopment, voter
D
26-27
Did
you
know
empowerment, education &
meeting
"Bush
and
health, community service,
Kerry"
finding sponsors, speakers,
and making sure the budget
is balanced. "Every week I
2 bedroom
have an executive board meet1 bathroom
ing, where I present ideas for
upcoming events, and get the
$500 month
executive board's feedback."
Call Ann Shipp
Hodge says what
she means and means
(281) 693-6071

H~ltad A,aratas

~

~

t

HtllfFlO/lA,a,tlltal

fi

"Students have so
watch for the theme of cam- much invested in this elecpus visits to shift from voter tion and don't even realize
registration to getting out it This election will affect
the vote, says Edrea Davis, tuition rates, scholarships,
media and public relations job availability after gradudirector for the nonpartisan ation and the ending of the
National Coalition on Black war," Jackson said. "When
Civic Par-ticipation.
you decide to come alive and
The black vote can choose future over funerals
shift the upcoming election, and hope over dope, you can
Jackson said, encouraging change the dynamic of the
students to use the voting
See HBCU page 16
rights won by previous generations.
,----------------------

The BET
College Tour
ComingFriday,
October 29,2004
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Braves scalp Panthers in first home game
By Steven M. Kennedy
Panther Stllff

This year 's teams
especially in the SWAC are
finally giving Prairie View
A&M respect on the football
field.
Last Saturday's game
against Alcorn State was a
prime example of Prairie
View A&M's opponents finally
wvingthemrespeci because
the Braves almost crune out of
Blackshear field with a loss.
The year 2000 , was
the last time that the Panthers
beat Alcorn State. Th'e score
was 25-22. Prairie View's
coach at the time, Larry
Dorsey, was able to muster
five wins during his tenure,
with three of them coming in
the 2001 season.
Then he passed the
torch to former Prairie View
and FL standout coach C. L.
Whittington, who got a rud
awakening from the SWAC,
finishing his first year as head
coach of the Panthers 1-10.
Prairie View is
currently 2-3. Coach Henry
Frazier III in his first season
as head coach has already
brought a sense of swagger
back to the hill with new
uniforms, a Labor Day Classic
victory, and close games week
after week.
Alcorn State, the alma
materofTennesseeTitangreat
Steve"Air"McNair, who needs
no further introduction, (only
the second black quarterback
to start in a Super Bowl,
co-NFL MVP 2003), came
into the game looking to
thrash Prairie View A&M,
after they started the season
by defeating Grambling State
in opening weekend. But the
Panthers who are usually a
strong team in the first hall,
took the whole half to get
thin~ going.
Meanwhile Alcorn
Braves got going quickly and
often. The Braves jumped
off to a 7-0 lead after their
first drive only took one
play to reach the endzone.
Runningback Robert Lester
scored on a 20-yard run to

put his team up with still close the lead even more at
12:28 to go in the first quarter. 26-15 with only 2:45 to go in
Alcorn's WR Lonnie Teagle the game. This game proved
whose kick returns proved to be a case of too little, to~
costly for Prairie View , late for the Panthers as the
accounting for 98 yards on Braves hung on to win 26returns (57 KR yards, 41 PR 15.
yards) , set the Braves up
Prairie View finished
with perfect field position the game with 295 yards in
including the opening drive total offense with running
which led to Lester's TD run. back Arnell Fontenot setting
Prairie View the pace (24 carries for 109
answered Alcorn with an yards, 1 touchdown).
Others leaders were
11-play 47 yard drive that
resulted in a Charles McCall QB Michael Hill (completing
37-yard fie ld goal, which 3 of 11 passes for 62 yards, 1
closed the gap to 7-3 with 8:10 TD), WR Anthony Wright (4
to go in the first quarter.
catchesfor73yards), and WR
That's when Alcorn Chris Peters (2 catches for 33
started going_to the air as yards).
The Panthers '
senior quarterback Donald
Carrie led the his team down schedule doesn't ge t any
the field with an 8-play 80 easier as they wil\ face the
yard drive that ended with a Alabama State Hornets (4-1)
6-yard touchdown pass from this Saturday. Hornets were
Carrie to WR Charlie Spill r in the SW C championship Panthers preparing tor their tirsl bome game.
to in r as the Brav ' l ad a ar ago. Game tim , at 6
to 14-3 at th end of the first p.m. at Blnc sh ar Fic>ld.
quarter.

Alcorn didn't scor
again until late in the second
quarter when they capped
off a six-play, 36-yard drive
with RB Vernardus Cooper
reaching the endzone on a
three yard run to create a
comfortable lead of 20-3.
The second half was
basically Prairie View A&M's
time to shine as the Panthers'
defense didn't allow even one
touchdown. Prairie View's
defense held Alcorn to just
two field goals in the third and
fourth quarters.
The four quarter
was all Prairie View as the
Panthers outscored the Braves
12-0 to finish out the game.
Freshman quarterback Chris
Gib5on who started the game,
was replaced by the regular
starting QB senior Michael
Hill, who stepped in and
capitalized on a three-yard
touchdown pass to Kameco
Andrews to close the lead to
26-9 with 10 :38 to go in the
game.
That's when Prairie
View running Back Arnell
Fontenot took charge, scoring
after a long 12-play 77 yard
drive on a one yard run to

The Answers
Weekly Update for Freshmen

THEA INFO YOU SHOULD KNOW
1. Yw mwt w amrluf cor better in w develqgmentgJ ckm f,Q) at mid:

temu to be able to pre-,uuter for the u,rini.

2. Check out the following URL: lrap:/lcalendanJIWllllll,edlll for infor,nation
abort our Quick THF.A toting schtdule ar call 936/857-2747.

CONGRATULATIONS TO CORY ROY
ACCESS/UC AIW,ETE SCHOLAR QF THE WEEK!!
DATES ro REMEMBER (all dates food at 1he :website llttJ;//caJep.daryyamu.edal)
Octobtr 14-16
Odo6a 11-23
Nma1Jer2

M',.,_
HOllltCtllliAgActmtia
YOTE/11
Ulli,asity Co1Jtre will ltoll ils 'IlinlAIIMll M,jon Flit
i,e di, MSC JWrooa fro,,, J:11 ,4M -J:11 PM.
University College is proud to introoore its 2004-2005 Mr. and Ms. UC:
Mt UC: JenmnteHendell!OII #47
1st runner-up: JosooaBoone '#45

WIich this sp,u for"'

Ms. UC: Regina Bacllls #48
1st runtM:r-q,: Sossity Lewis #40

ucn ,pd.te lrj Com,issio11er Pmy HolllUISII
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Lady Panthers dig for a win, end up with a sideout

By Lori Maison
PantherSbl.ff

Last Thursday, the
Lady Panthers suffered
another devastating defeat
to the non-division Privateers
of University of New
Orleans three games to zero.
The past few nondivision games the Lady
Panthers have played have
ended in Lady Panther upsets,
losing games to Centenary
College, Texas A&M Corpus
Christi, and UT PanAmerican,just to name a few.
In the opening
match, the panthers got
off to an excellent start
with big defensive plays
early in the game. Litiana
Vakasausau was a big impact
on defense as the team
pressed on with an early lead.
As the titst game went
on, thin~ got intense. Both
teams continued to carry their
weight in a tough offensive
battle, but the Privateers ca.me
out on top in a ve.ryclosegame
with a linal score of 30 to 28.
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That was not enough a final score of 30 to 27. kept it until the last minute. Islanders dominated both
Leaders for Prairie offensively and defensively
to keep the Lady Panthers'
Game 3 was all
spirits down. Again, the Lady UNO. The Lady Privateers View were Jamesha Sutton with big plays from Anna
Panthers hit the court very dominated offensively and and Lindsey Taylor. Leaders Machado and Kati Broom.
for University of
In the last t wo
forcefully, trying not
matches
of the night, Corpus
New
Orleans
were
to fall two games to
none. As the Lady
Jaci Bayley, Melissa Christi prevailed with a
Panthers stepped
Mikuski, Hillary combined score of 6o to 24.
up their game, the
Carr, Jennifer Cruz,
In the third match,
ladies of UNO stepped
and Emily Kelly. the final score was 30 to 11,in
theirs up even higher.
On Saturday, the favor of Corpus Christi. The
Throughout
Lady Panthers traveled Lady Islander took advantage
the match, both teams
to Corpus Chris ti to of Prairie View's mistakes
went back and forth
battle it out with Texas and took the easy win.
score wise. With every
A&M Corpus Christi.
In the last and final
Prairie View score
In the first game the match of the night, the
or dig, New Orleans
ladies were victorious score was 30 to 13. "'We did
answeredbaclcquickly.
defeating Corpus everything we were supposed
Near the end
Christi 30 to 24. The to do, but we just couldn't
of the game, UNO put
ladies pulled together finish," said Alexandria Neuls.
lots of pressure on our
every team weapon
Although the Lady
girls to bring down
to come out on top Panthers fell short to Texas
their team efforts, but
in what seemed to be A&M Corpus Christi, they
the Lady Panthers
a challenging game. still hold the number one
were not going to
The second match spot in the SWAC west with a
UNO players go in for a kill, but
settle and fought ha.rd
was a little different. record of2-o and 7-14 overall
until the last minute. are blocked by PV.
Corpus Christi came to
The Lady Panthers
Tb.e Lady
the court with a whole next game will be at the
Panthers put in lots
new attitude, refusing Southern University
of work, but they still did defensively to take the series to lose to the Lady Panthers. Tournament in Baton Rouge,
not manage to defeat the with a final score of 30 to 21. This time, the Lady Panthers Louisiana, and their next home
Privateers and they fell short In thefinalmatchofthenight, were defeated 18 to 30. game will be against Texas
two games to none with UNO took an early lead and
The
Lady
Southern Lady Tigers Oct 19.

'96 MVP admitted steroid use, fought drug problem
Associated Press

On the field, Ken
Caminiti's all-out style served
him well. Off the field is where
it got him in trouble. The
1996 National League MVP,
who later admitted using
steroids during his major
league career and for years
battled a drug problem, died
Sunday. He was 41. Ken
Caminiti spent 10 of his 15
seasons in a Houston Astros
uniform, but he won the
1996 NL MVP Award while
with the San Diego Padres.
Caminiti died of a
heart attack in New York
City, said his agent-lawyer
Rick Licht The city medical
examiner's office performed
an autopsy Monday but could
not rule on a cause of death
until toxicology tests were
complete,spokeswoman Ellen
Borakove said. That process

could take as long as 10 days."
I'm still in shock," San Diego
Padres general manager
Kevin Towers said. "He
was one of my favorite alltime players.""Wb.enI saw
him in spring training, he ·
didn't look good," Towers
said. "I'm not surprised."
The three-time
All-Star third baseman
often was in trouble the
last few years. His 15-year
big league career ended
in 2001, five seasons after
he led the Padres to a
division title and was a
unanimous pick for MVP.
Caminiti returned
to baseball this year as a
spring training instructor
with San Diego. "The best
way to describe him is that
he was a warrior in every
sense of the word. I can't
tell you how many times I
remember him hobbling into

the manager's office, barely
able to walk, and saying,
'Put me in the lineup.' "

Caminiti batted .272
with 239 homers and 983

RBIs with Houston, San
Diego, Textas and Atlanta.
"He was a great player, but
he gotmixed upin the wrong
things - taking drugs. It's a
sad reminder of how bad
drugs are and what they
can do to your body. It's a
loss all of us will feel, " Steve
Fmley,a former teammate.
"Man, that's just a tough
one. I played with him
for eight years," Dodgers
outfielder Steve Finley said
Sunday night, learning
of Caminiti's death after
St. Louis eliminated Los
Angeles from the playoffs.
Licht said Caminiti
hoped to get back into the
game, pos.5ibly in a position
that would allow him to
mentor younger players
about avoiding the mistakes
he made. He said Caminiti
was in New York this past
weekend to help a friend,

but did not go into detail.
Caminiti's defining
moment during his MVP
season came on Aug. 18,
1996, in the oppressive heat
of Monterrey, Mexico, as
the Padres prepared to face
the New York Mets in the
finale of the first regularseason series played outside
the United States and
Canada.
Battling dehydration
and an upset stomach, Caminiti
took two liters of intravenous
fluid, ate a candy bar, then hit
two homers and drove in four
runs in an 8-o victory. "Becky
and I are grief stricken at the
premature death of one of the
bravest athletes that we have
known," Moores said. "We
admired Ken tremendously
and remained optimistic
that he would conquer
the personal challenges
that he was dealing with."

Mike Williams signs with agent
April, will be represented
byTony Fleming and Mitch
Frankel of Impact Sports
BEVERLY HILLS, Management. ' 'Mike will
Calif. (AP) -- Wide receiver continue his education
Mike Williams, turned down at USC , where he will
in his attempt to return to train in preparation for
play at Southern California his NFL career," Fleming
after the courts kept him said in a statement issued
out of the NFL draft, has Tuesday. Williams caught
hired an agent -- again. 95 passes for 1,314 yards
Williams , expected to be a and a school-record
first-round draft pick next 16 touchdowns as a
Associated Press

sophomore last season to ineligible to play for the and began the process of
help the Trojans (12-1) win Trojans. An appeals court applying to the NCAA for
the national championship. overturned the earlier reinstatement. He returned
He finished eighth in the ruling in May and upheld to USC and took summer
Reisman Trophy balloting. the NFL's right to bar classes, seeking to have
After a court ruled that players who had been his academic eligibility
last winter that Ohio out of high school for also restored. It was all for
State's Maurice Clarettwas less than three years - naught -- the NCAA turned
eligible to play in the NFL - as was the case with down his request Aug. 26-Williams left USC, hired Clarett and Williams. two days before top-ranked
Mike Azzarelli as his agent
After the appeals USC's season opener
and said he was turning pro. court ruling, Williams against Virginia Tech.
That made him severed ties with his agent
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How and why should an individual pray?
By Frederick Crawford
Panther Staff

According to
Webster's Dictionary, prayer
is the act of communicating
with a deity (especially as a
petition or in adoration or
thanksgiving). To be specific,
prayer is communicating with
God. It is also an expression
of the commitment and
trust we have in God.
Many fail to understand
or grasp the art of prayer.

\\1hy do you need to
pray?
You should pray
because God is the reason
you are able to breathe. If
th re is one friend that you
can alwa s count on, it's
God! lt is important to have
a prayer relationship with
God. Your prayer life is
essentml to your daily walk
with God, deliverance from
the "seductions" of the world,
and attacks from Satan. Sa tan
understands the power of
having a relationship with
God. The outcomes of
important spiritual battles rest
on whether or not you pray.
This is why Satan attempts to
downplay the need of prayer.
Furthermore, the
Word of God charges you
to pray. Mark 14:38 reads,
"Watch and pray, lest you
enter into temptation. The
spirit indeed is willing, but
thejleshisweak." Philippians
4:6 states, •...in everything by
prayer and supplication,
with thanksgiving, let your
requests be made known to
God." Colossians 4:2 tells
you to "'Continue earnestly
in prayer, being vigilant in it
with thanksgiving." (NKJV)
How do you pray and
when to pray?
The reason it is
commonly known to kneel
while praying is that it helps
you humble yourself before
God. There is nothing
wrong with praying any
other wzy as long as you are
concentrating on Him. You

do not necessarily have to use
spoken words to pray either.
You can pray in your head
if you choose to. You can
pray in groups or pray alone.
Never believe for a second
your prayer is not as great
as another. God hears all.
You definitely need
to pray with a sincere and
humble
heart True
prayer is
a
need
brought
upon one by
the Spirit.
This allows
you to ask
God for that
which is in
agreement
with His
will. 1 John
5:14 reads,
"'.. :if we ask
anything
ac.cordingto
His wul, He
hears us."

fulfilled in this life, others
in the world to come. You
cannot discern for yourself
which promise is best suited
to your needs or which
to plead before God. The
scripture, 1 Corinthians 2:
11-12, reads "For what man
knows the things of God
except the H_oly Spirit ofGod.

God

is always
available to
His children.
btlp //\I/WW o«lm•uoa org
Youmay
p r a y
anywhere, anytime. Praywhen Now we have received, not
you are in trouble, worried the spirit of the world, but
and even when you are happy. the Spirit who is from God,
that we might know the
Understanding the
things that have been freely
promises of God.
given to us by God." (NKJV)
Understanding the
promises of God helps you What to ask for and
understand how to pray as receiving answers?
well as what to pray for.
You may believe
Prayer must be in faith or you "know" what to pray
God will not hear it. Faith for when it comes to your
has respect to God's promises temporalneeds. Ifyouarein
(Romans 4:21, Hebrews 4:1). an external trial (beyond your
He has promised to supply control) or having difficulties,
you with the things you need, this is a temporal need. Even
but He does it in such a way though you may be praying for
that it is also what you want relief, God may sanctify these
The more you understand afflictions to your inward
His promises, the more you good. God is needed to teach
will be able to understand you these needs. However,
the goodness, grace and don't be sidetracked by the
mercy instilled in them. This previous statements. You
better equips you for prayer. may ask for anything and
God's promises everything if you choose to.
may be general rather than
These temporal
specific; conditional instead things may be prayed for
of unoonditional. Some are through scripture, although
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there are limitations to BAPTIST
this. Do not merely pray for
superJicial things because it its St. Peter's Baptist
of greater importance to seek Church
those things that are heav~nly 805 18th St.
and eternal (O>lossians 3:1). (979) 826-9092
When seeking material things, Rev. Fred Thomas III
pray that it may be an aid
to you pleasing God, rather
than for self-gratification. Mount Corinth Baptist
Be submissive when you Church (Hempstead)
pray for temporal things as 8067th St.
well. You'd never know how
(979) 826-2544
God's ' mercy towards your
needs could benefit your Rev. Lloyd Crosby
greater good (Psalms 106:18).
In receiving answers METHODIST
from God, He will either give MacEdonia United
a yes, no, or wait answer.
Methodist (Waller)
When you learn to hear God's
voice, you will receive in depth MacEdonia School Rd.
answers rather than a sin1ple (936) 931-3469
yes or no. Even though you Rev. Evelyn J. Cox
may ask God for particular
things in good faith, you still
United Methodist
maynotreceivethe answeryou
want. God reserves to Himself Church (Waller)
the right to determine the (936) 372-3907
time and season for showing Rev. Phyllis Carey
His mercies. The major
ca use of our unanswered
CHURCH OF GOD IN
prayers is the lack of soul
CHRIST
communion we have with
God. Psalm 37:4 reads Bailey Chappell Church
"Delight yourself also in the of God in Christ
Lord,AndHe shall give you (Waller)
the desires of your heart."
3004 Sledge
Prayer is a major part
in your walk with God and (936) 372-2945
the only means of having a Rev. Allen Abney
relationship with God. How
do you have a relationship CHURCH OF CHRIST
with anyone if you do not
Church of Christ
communicate? You have to
think the same way when it (Waller)
comes to having a relationship 31918 Waller-Tomball
with God. Remember to · Rd.
"delight yourself in the Lord" (936) 372-5738
as you walk with Him daily.
Always pray truthfully because
God knows your heart. Church of Christ @
"I often say my prayers, But
do I ever pray?
And do the wishes of my
heart Go with the words I
say?
I may as well kneel down
And worship gods of stone,
As offer to the living God
A prayer of words alone"
This poem is from of BrnlW....
pbmumtries.org.

Prairie View
Bledsoe & Randall St
(936). 857-5922

Nondenominational
Strait Way Ministries
Inc. (Hempstead)
946 Ninth Street
(979)' 826-4155
Rev. Elder Ronnie &
Juanita Jackson
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J.i. King is tired of people... (Who) only want the dirt
By Terence Tumer
Bia.ck College Wire

J.L.Kingsatdownat
Albany State University for
an interview with Terence
Turner of the student newspaper, The Student Voice.
Q: What made you speak
out and become an activist for the lifestyle and the
consequences that being
on the "down low" brings?
King: It wasn't a choice I
made. I did not want to write
a book. But spiritually, I felt.
.. the Lord told me to do so.
He told me to tell my story,
and I felt it was the right
thing to educate our people,
being how I should have been
infected a long time ago.
Q. Do you feel that you
are contradicting yourself
and the "word" that you received from God, seeing
how you sleep with men
and committed adultery?

King: Life is about change.
When my wife busted me,
God made an example out of
me. He takes the lowest of us
and shows the potential for
deliverance. He allowed meto
step outside and analyze my
behavior and put me in a position to make better choices
and help others do the same.
Q. Your research stated
that more and more black
men are assuming active
roles in the "down low" lifestyle. Do you think men
are doing it because it is
becoming more "trendy,"
or
is there something
that society is not seeing?
King: In certain communities, being on the down low
is acrepted. It is becoming
more of a "badge of honor,"
being on the down low. Some
men just consider themselves bi-curious. "I'm just a
freak, so if I made a connection with a brother, I knew
that l had him." A lot of it

deals with sexual addiction:
Q. Do you think the beha.vior is natural or is induced
by different influences?
King: It's a little of both.
All the men I interviewed
for the book said that if they
could change it, they would.
Q. During the convocation,
you repeatedly referred to
different fraternal organizations and their lack of support What do you feel is
discouraging
fraternities
from addressing the issue?
King: Many fraternity leaders are in denial and won't
acknowledge
homosexual
members. Because of the
creed many of the organizations follow, they attempt
to keep things secret in order to protect a "manly" image. What needs to ha.ppen
is more education and advocacy for those members.
For instance, I attended the
Alpha Phi Alpha Boule in Atlanta a few years back. I was

invited to a down low party happen. Preach the caution
that some members hosted that needs to be taken. It's
so they could feel at home all financial. There will be a
and not be left out. When vaccine before a cure. Why?
I saw members from other Because more money will
frats there, it's kind of like a be spent preventing it from
fraternity within a fraternity. happening instead of tryQ. What are you finding ing to cure those who have
to be the difficult part of it. It's all about numbers.
HIV and AIDS prevention? More people don't have it,
King: People are giving up. so that means more profThere is too much talking it. Condom mitkers would
going on and not enough ac- go out of business then.
tion. All these committees Q. What is your purare meeting, talking about pose right now and your
the same thing. We need to plea to the citizens of Albe serious about winning bany, the United States,
this battle. Think about it: and even the world?
A cure for HIV would put King: I'm here to educate
a lot of these groups out of and present info about this
business. Foiles just want deadly situation. I get tired
the money for the research, of people wanting to see me
but no action is being imple- speak, but only want the
mented. When I come to the dirt. If more time was spent
South, which I like to call listening and caring for the
the "Bible Belt," the mes- prevention. instead of womsage of abstinence is being en asking, '"Mr. King, what
enforced. To me, that's not arethesign.s?"l promi: that
realistic, beause it's going to the numbers will d r as

Are you paper? The value of pledging, regardless of legality
By Dr. Walter Kimbrough
Jourrutl of Higher Black Education

Here's an experiment
If you have students who are
members of black fraternal
organizations, find one you
know reasonably well. And
out of the blue, ask them,"Are
you paper?" Make a note of
their reaction. And if they ask
you to clarify, keep it vague.
Some might wonder what I mean by "paper." In essence, paper was
thed term created in the late
198os and early 1990s when
Black fraternities and sororities first began to shorten
their pledge periods, subsequently abolishing pledging
in 1990. Paper signified a
person who completed the
membership intake process
without pledging. Essentially,
they followed the rules of
the national organization as
prescribed. They completed
the application and signed
their name. Students also
used the labels "sign-ons,"
"microwave" and "skaters" to

signify the same experience.
In some cases, the ally value how a person comes
I began contemplat- student who is determined to into the organization. This
ing paper recently. I had a be paper may have parapher- means they value lying, decepconversation with a student nalia physically taken from tion and breaking rules-all to
on mycampm who was recent (and even off of) them. Other avoid being labeled paper.
initiate of an organization. times they are subject to open How many times have you
The student discussed con- ridicule. A sorority chapter heard of members beating a
cerns about being viewed as was recently reactiviated at brother or sister, or taking
paper by other students and another school, and the grad- their paraphernalia because
wanted to know how to deal uate members selected the they earned a 1.0 GPA the
previwith it.
ous seBeing
"How many times have you heard of members beating a
mester
paper
brother or sister, or taking their paraphernalia because
or bewas a
they earned a 1.0 GPA the previous semester or because
real fear
cause
they didn't attend any of the community-service
they
for the
projects?"
didn't
student,
attend
ha v a n y
ing witnessed a student on another candidates and conducted the of the communicampus beaten by members · membership intake program ty-service projects?
of his own fraternity because as written. At the coming-out
There has to be a
he was deemed to be paper. show for the new members, recommitted partnership
Herein lies the prob- another sorority threw pa- among colleges and univerlem. Paper has become a per at the new members. sities, graduate chapters and
fighting word. It is similar to
Students place such regional/ national officials of
a gay student being labled a value on pledging, even black fraternal organizations
"fag" and then facing taunts, though the rules prohibit it, to address this problem. One
slurs or even physical as- that they punish students step has to be removing the
sault. In fact, one student who actually follow the rules. thug element that has infiltold me that being called While they say they value trated faternities and sororipaper was just like a white scholarship, leadership and ties. This "gangsta" mentalperon calling them a "nigger." community service, they re- ity holds promising students

hostage, ca using them to
sacrafice their morals and
values in order to be accepted.
Many chapters are
small to begin with, but I
think we should try raising standards for membership to eliminate hardcore
hoodlums masquerading as borderline scholars.
We have to be tough
to protect students. Since
1990 , four students have
died pledging black fraternal organizations, and dozens are injured each year.
They all shared a common
goal- to avoid being paper.
My students are
pledging illegally, even the
best of them, all in order
to avoid being paper. So
my work is cut out for me,
and I bet it is for you too.

-Dr.Kimbrough is vice president for student affairs at
Albany State University in
Georgia and author of Black
Greeks 101: The culture , customs, and challenges ofblack
fraternities and sororities
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Wipe your nose and wash your hands, it's flu season
By ShaKayla Giles
Panther Stllff

Aw....... aw....... choo!
Yes, fellow Panthers, it is
about that time of year again.
Almost time to break out
those long-sleeved shirts and
sweaters, but also it is time to
get your flu immunizations.
The flu is a contagious
respiratory illness that can
range from minor to severe
cases that could end in death
if not properly taken care of.
It is spread by the influenza
(pronounced in-floo-en-zah)
virus that can survive on the
hands of an infected person
and can be spread through
hand contact, particles in the
air, or excessive contact with
an infected person.

Generally, the virus
is most commonly contracted
throughout the months between November and March.
The actual discovery of the
first flu case is unknown,
but scientists theorize that
it possibly began with one or
more of the following: first
case was discovered as early
as 412AD. by Hippocrates, a
flu-like epidemic that spread
throughout the Athenian
army recorded byDiodorus
Siculus. The flu may have
been the cause behind the
demise of the city of Athens.
Oneofthemostcommon mistakes made is the
diagnosis of whether or not
you have the average common
cold, or the possibly fatal flu.
This is due to the fact that
they share many common

symptoms.
H you are afraid you
may have contracted the Ou,
don't fret because treatment
of the flu is rather simple. To
begin, get plenty of bed rest.
This allows the body to recuperate from the illness. Secondly, consume a lot of fluids
to restore the dehydration of
the body. Finally, take some
aspirin or other pain relievers to lessen muscle soreness
and headaches. Do not use
antibiotics when treating the
illness because it is ineffective
in the battle against a virus.
There are many ways
to protect yourself from the
possibility of contracting the
flu. For one, drink plenty of
water everydey. Not only does
this keep your body hydrated,
it also flushes impurities and

toxins out of the body which
may lessen the possibility of
becoming infected. Also, it is
important to get an adequate
amount of sleep every night.
It is recommended you receive
atleasteighthoursofsleep. A
well rested body boosts the
immune system into high
"germ-fighting" gear. Furthermore, exercising on a
regular basis with emphasis
on cardiovascular and/ aerobic workouts strengthen the
immune system by creating
an increase in the number of
white blood cells which work
as the body's natural defense
system.
Constantly washing
your hands is another way
to prevent the flu. Germs
can live for up to two hours
on commonly used items

found throughout the house,
workplace, and community.
When washing the hands, it
is helpful to use an anti-bacterial soap if available. Soap
kills more germs than mere
water. Next, avoid touching
the face. The eyes, nose, and
mouth are entrance points of
germs and viruses.
More importantly,
learn.,to sneeze the right way.
When people snee-Le into their
hands, they make it possible
to directly spread the virus.
Opt to use a tissue instead.
When all else fails, the flu
shot is always available. The
vaccine is usually available a
couple of months prior to the
regular flu months and can
also be received after the flu
months have begun.

Can inen and ~otnen really just be friends?
.ficult and confusing for some
people. "They cannot tell the
difference between lovers
and a friend, so trying to set
Men are from Mars aside their attraction for one
and women are from Venus. another may be difficult," says
This phrase has been used to Wates. Even though men
describe how different men and women share differences
and women are. Even with they do
their differences can men share one
and women have platonic factor.
relationships and become Nicloe
friends? hking this question Pollins
can result in various possible and Ananswers from yes to abso- dre Evlutely not. Although we think ans, both
we have the answer we always sophoseem to harp on the pros and mores,
cons of this matter, including, agree
relationship dramas, and the "tha t a
"common" "friends with ben- friend is
efits" getting in the way. "Itis someone
possible for women and men who you
to be friends, you just have · can rely
to know where to draw the on and
line," says sophomore Marla trust."
Wates. Sophomore Nicholas It may
Hines describes a friend as bea little
"something weathered, beat hard tzyup and beat down, and some- ingtodeone who rose out of the dust." fine what friendship is when
It is hard in this day considering the opposite sex
and time to find a friend of the without attraction coming
same sex who meets your def- through "Psychology Today,"
inition of being a true friend. an online Web site, says you
Trying to find someone of the should start by defining the
opposite sex can be vezy dif- relationship. If there are any
By Shara BoykJn

Panther StBff

attractions they can be out in
the open and discussed. After
the decision is made you work
from there, because, let's face
it, friendships between men
and women start with one
being attracted to the other.
Opposite sex friend-

as teach you different things a snicker at a joke may lead
like sports, "says Wates. How to people questioning, are
do men feel the advantages they really just friends? Even
are ofhavingwomen friends?" though some people do conIt gives you chances to meet vey their friendships as being
their friends, and you also just friends, some may t.ake
get advice from a female's their friendship to the next
point of view," says Evans level and become friends with
benefits. "No, not at all," says
Even Wates. "We are either friends
though or nothing at all. You can
there not have your cake and eat
are ben- it too," Wates says. Follins
.
efits in agrees with Wates. "Friends
ly(~"I
having with benefits is too risky, you
friend- can catch STDs and the other
-i.
s h i p partner may end up getting
with the hurt", says Follins. What
opposite about a males opinion about
~~~~~·
sex there this subject? Hines says, "No
are also friends with benefits is wrong,
Oireclicm
Nuclei
disad- you may end up looking at
vantag- the other person differently."
es. The However, not all feel the
common same way as Andre Evans
factor who says "Yes, to me friends
wwwatx: net.au
that one with benefits is all right".
of
you
Can men and women
•
may be- be friends?This question this
come at- is a question that is asked,
ships can be very rewarding tracted to the other, "and and as we can see sexes agree
"You get to know more about that may lead into something that men and women can
the opposite sex and the way more than you can handle," be friends "you just have to
the male mind works," states Wates says. You also have to know what boundaries to
Wates and Psychology Today. worry about the "public eye," be careful of," says Hines.
'ihey also can give you advice says Psychology Today, A
for your relationships, as well common hug, nudge or even
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Seven new strangers, MTV's The Real World is back
By Jeremy Gant
Panther Stllff

Seven strangers have
been picked to live in a house
together and have their lives
taped. What happens when
people stop getting along
and st.art getting real? Lots
of mudslinging, drama, and
uninhibited sexual tension
and advances.
This season The Real
World is being taped in the
city known for the historic
Liberty Bell, Philadelphia.
On the first episode the cast
moves into their unbelievable
Philly home, and everyone
is eager to meet their future
roommates for the next four
months. This season's cast
consists of some very dif. ferent attitudes that are just
ready to collide. Willie is an
openly gay outgoing bubble
of fun, M.J. and Landon are
the Abercrombie and Fitch
runway models, and Shavonda according to M.J. is "the
most beautiful black girl he's
ever seen since Vanessa Wil-

Iiams". There is Sarah the
pernicious roommate who
is proud of her new breast
implants she received for a
graduation present, Karamo
the sexy, athletic hip-hop guy
with a secret to tell, and last

comes to the reality that he
is not going to be faithful and
needs the space to do what
he wants to do. Sarah decides
she needs an in house comfort
partner and she lands her eye
on M.J. whom she knows just

www.mtv.com
but not least Meline, the say got out of a relationship and
what is on her mind but really · isn't looking for anything sedidn't mean it type. Here is rious. Of course she gets too
the quick scoop to bring you tied up in him anyway and
up to date. Karamo comes when she sees him kissing
out of the closet and gives the another girl in the dub she
house a new view on gay men. loses her mind. Willie gives
Shavonda and M.J. discuss us aJI a little pep show when
their significant others that he runs into a past lover at
they have back home. M.J. a gay pride festival and the

love is still there. Karamo
1'1,e Rea( Wor(d
gets a touch of reality with a
TI~eUne
flashback when the cops get
a tip that he had a gun and of
course with M.J. and Landon
Season 15: Philadelphia
not quite understanding the
Season 14: San Diego
situation, they make it worse
Season 13: Paris
and Karamo is not the forgive
Season 12: Las Vegas
and forget type. This starts
Season 11: Chicago
tension between the three
Season 10: Back to NY
of them. Melanie and Sarah
Season 9: New Orleans
aren't quite getting along
Season 8: Hawaii
either because she always
Season 7: Seattle
has something to say about
Season 6: Boston
the way Sarah lives her life.
Season 5: Miami
She feels that Sarah spends
Season 4: London
money on worthless stuff like
Season 3: San Francisco
a pair of $150 jeans and breast
Season 2: Los Angeles
implants and also has a very
Season 1: New York (1992)
strong opinion about her past
eating disorder. Love is in
the air between Landon and
Shavonda and she is starting
to get second thoughts about
her year long relationship
with her boyfriend Sean back
at home. Things ar just about
to get started on Philadelphia's Real World and if you
Thing have come a Jong way since
sea.son one
don'twanttomissa thingyou
~ntuneinonMIV's1ospot
on Tuesdays at 9pm central.

Top Ten Movies of
· the weekend
1. ''Shark Tale," $31,330,299
2. ''Friday Night lights," $20,269,025

-r,.t!

· i Jj1 .

3. ' 'Ladder 49," $13,105,177
4. ''Taxi," $12,029,832
5. ''The Forgotten," $7,605,742
6. ' 'Raise Your Voice," $4,022,693,

7. ''Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow,"
~2,341,872, 1,743
8. "Shaun of the Dead," $1,708,113,
•9. ''The Motorcycle Diaries," $1,510,020
10.

''Resident Evil: Apocalypse;' $1,253,117

What is it?
Kenneth Cole Black for men
by Kenneth Cole
Where do you get it?
Anywhere fragrances are sold
Why would you wear it?
BLACK is masculine and modern, sexy and
sophisticated
How much does it cost?
$18.00-$58.00
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intense.

By Armanda Brown
Panther Stllff

Four years after the debut of her first album, "Who is
Jill Scott?Words and Sounds
vol: 1," .Till Scott returns with
new insight into herself, life
and love.
On the team of Beautifully Human: Words and
Sounds vol: 2 Scott brings
most of her original crew.
Among them are Steve Mckeever and co-executive producer Jazzy Jeff Townes; also
Andre Harris and Vidal Davis
are still in the rhythm section
keeping the beat
Musically , Scott
twists, turns and maneuvers
through her album, .flowing
and shifting from jazz, funk,
and of course hip-hop. All this
gives birth to a sound that's
signature Jill. The spoken
word interludes that were
so insightfu\ on her debut
album are not as abundant,
but the message is even more

The beats on this album are soothing and at times
intense. Instead offocusing on
. the beat, Jill wants her audience to focus on the message
both underlying and obvious.
On her album, Jill makes listeners think about themselves
and their environment. A few
tracks which stand out are,
"The fact is (I need you"), a
soulful sincere melody where
Scott simply says through
smooth, intense lyrics that
even though she can do all
sorts of exciting things, she
still needs her Jover.
On the laid back hip
hop manifesto of "I'm ot
Afraid" Scott poetically lays
out not only her sexuality, but
also her spirit. She speaks of
herself as a free individual
who is a willing partner in
love, spirit and everyday life.
In "Spring Summer Feeling," Scott, uses sweet strings
and acoustic guitars to float,
and gently ro\\. Her voice
is punctuated by effort\ess

lines like "it takes more than
diamonds/ to get me wet."
She also expertly rifts with the
instrumental flavors mixed
with hip-hop beat to create a
compilation that the listener
can feel in their very soul.
In "BeddaatHome,"
Scott uses piano undertones
and hip-hop flows to describe
her man at home. "Whatever" takes on a flavorful
funk sounding like Herbie
Hancock at times, while effortlessly singing about being
with her lover and addressing
her everyday life.
"Golden," Scott's first
single off the album, is another declaration ofaccepting life
on its own terms and making
those terms hers.
Ultimately "Beautifully Human" is a stronger recording than her first album.
This is an introspective album
that encourages all to take
a look within and use their
standards to change some
things if needed.

t
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Beautifully Human is a Golden classic

Sun

Mon

,.,ri,ISt,l,11

C,r,t,r

lit,ri11•

-Sm11-1lirt1 ;,, 11, ,,,,,;,,

,.,r1,rs,,1,,, c,,,,,,
I/I

s,,,,,1 ,, n. ,1

Tue

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Sat

------■-----■-----■------■-----■------.-----Every Sunday: ■
18th:
■
Every Tuesday: ■
Every W ednes- ■
14th:
■
15th:
■
16th:
Church@JPAFC
10:45 am.

My People
Jeremy Gant

Every Sunday:
Poetry Night@
Paesanos 7 p .m .

My black people, my black people, what is really going on
We've been beaten, shackled and done wrong
You would think the past would bring us together
But yet our faith in each other is lighter than a feather.
My brothas you treat youryistas like they are worthless,
When you should be worshiping their uniqueness.
Where would a brotha be with out a woman?
Unborn.
So why should her heart be scorn?
My sistas you are quick to Amen when we criticize our men
But yet we forget that we are all kin.
You run around hardly even dressed
And wonder why your life is all a mess.
You should be walking with your heads held high
Don't let them down talk you it's all a lie.
Brothas, why are you fighting brothas for no real reason at
all
We shouldn't be the reason for our own down fall.
I write this poem in fear
I know the end is near.
Not fear for me because I know where my destiny lies,
But fear for you who live your lives in disguise.
Remember who you are and where you come from,
Pray for me and I'll pray for you till Kingdom come.

■

Homecoming Cen- ■

:

nny II Book Review :

■
■

■

:
■

@MSC6 p .m.
Homecoming
Jazz-Fest@ MSC
7:30 p .m.

EverySunday: :
"Change Clothes" ■
@ClubHush5 p.m . •
:
17th:

■

Homecoming Gospel •
Explosion@MSC :
6 p .m.
■

•

24th:
■■
Rho Chi Psi Campus ■
Clean-Up @ 8 a.m. ■■

Gamma Phi Delta ■
Bible Study @
:

■ JPAFC7p.m.-9 p.m. ■
■
■

■

:

:

:

••

••
-~=~.•••
•

day:
Sociology Club
@Woolfolk 5p.m.

19th:
•
13th:
Homecoming Com- : MIP FORUM@ MSC
■ edy Show featuring... ■
10 a.m.- 4 p.m.
•
Rickey Smiley@ :
:
Babydome 7 p.m. ■
2oth:
■
■ Homecoming "Red
:
26th:
:
Carpet Affair "
■
Delta Sigma Theta ■ (Coronation Ball &
■ Artistic Program @ ■ Reception) By Invita:
Hobart7p.m.
:
tionOnly@MSC
■
7:3op.m.
Alpha Phi Alpha ■
■
■■
"Own Your Own"
27th:
■ Seminar @ Library
UC Majors' Fair@
•■
7:05 p .m.
MSC9am.
•
:

■

••
.

••

•
••
••
••
••
•••
••
••
•

:

■

MID-SEMESTER ■
EXAMS
:

■
■

■
■

•
:
■

:

■

■
:
■
■
:
■

21st:

Homecoming Inflat-:
able Carnival @ ■
Hobart Taylor Field ■
(EastLawn)7p.m . :

■

28th:
■
CAB Haunted House :
@MSC 10 a.m. ■
.
:

AlphaPhiAlphaVot-■

■■

ing Seminar@ Banks ■
6:30 p.m.
•
■■

•■

•■

■

■

■

:

:

•

■

••
••
.

••

■

■

••
••
.
••

MID-SEMESTER
EXAMS

■

MID-SEMESTER
EXAMS

:
■
■

22nd:
PALS Picnic @StuHomecoming Mock :
dent Park 11 am.
Funeral/ Bonfire/ Pep ■
Rally
■
23rd:
@ 5:3op.m.- 7p.m. : HomecomingParade
■ @ L.W. Minor Street
Homecoming
• 9:3oa.m. - ua.m.
Concert f~turing.. . :
To be announced@ ■
HOMECOMING
Babydome 7 p .m. : GAME (PV vs. Lin■ coln University) @
29th:
■ Blackshear Stadium
BET College Tour ■
3p.m.
@ H ob art 7 a.m.- 10 ■■
p.m.
■
Stepshow Stomp
•■ Down
@ Babydome
PVAMU Royal Court ■
Bp.m.
"PVIdol" @MSC ■
7p.m.
:

••
••
.
••

Go he re------~1/
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1. Who is still confused on how to use the computer at the
Panther Grill in the MSC? 2. Who has enough points to
eat at the Grill anyway? 3. If you can find mistakes in The
Panther, can you come copy edit for us? 4. How about you
stop complaining about them and just get on our level?
5. How many Delta prospects got all their information
together to be disappointed this semester? 6. Who thought
it was cool to put spinners on an old Maxima? 7. What is up
with the $5 parking? 8. Will BSM wear their line jackets to
probate? 9. Who got caught prostituting on University Dr.?
10. Which CA is known as the "Village Freak"? 11. Is the
increase of down-low brothers evidence of a Kappa line?
12. Did the AKAs take a break to really pledge? 13. Which
Alpha went to Dallas to audition for hard-bodies? 14. Does
he know stripping requires length? 15. Who thinks Dean
Lewter looks like Deacon Frye from Amen? 16. Why do
commuters have to pay for parking? 17. Which girl looks
like she has been super-sized? 18. Gm someone please give
a seminar on dieting? 19. Which LCM do the freshmen call
"Shrek"? 20. What do ou think?
This is for entertainment only. The questions submitted
are not the view of The Panther. Want to tell us what you
think? Please bring your comments and questions to Rm.
219 MSC or e-mail us at panther@pvamu.edu. Questions are printed at the discretion of The Panther.

.,_________________
1

to g et th ere. ·-·-·- -·- - - - -....
:

',:,,""

Here's the deal: one price, no haggllng, cash
In your pocket for more Important things!
This " student discount" offers substantial savings
on new Ford M otor Com pany vehicles based on set
prices established by Ford's Employee Purchase Plan.
There's no catch - It's a un ique offer, exclusive to
schools llke yours. Sav e even more when
you apply the current national Incentives available
on the vehicle you select.
~

The best part? You get wha t y ou expect. The style
and features you want. No-hassle deafer experience.
A payment that's easy on y our wallet and lifestyle.

•

It's how you

get there.1

Point. Click. Save.

..
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Name: _____ ________
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Qty:._ __

_
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[ ] $18 school year (pay with the check or money order)

... TO KEEP YOU UPDATED ON WHATS
HAPPENING ON 'THE HILL."
P.O. Box 2876, Prairie View, 1X, 77446

HELP WANTED

campuses. Republicans also recruitment.
At Albany State Unihave stepped up their appeal
to young black voters; Presi- versity in Georgia, junior
dent Bush's support for his- Robert Williams, a business
torically black colleges bas management major and
become a staple of the Re- president of the NAACP stupublican campaign.
dent chapter, said of the right
Only about 42 per- to vote, "We are a generation
cent of eligible 18- to 24- that has bad this given to us
year-olds voted in 2000, on the backs and through the
compared with about 64 per- blood of those before us. We
cent of eligible voters ages 25 are going to do whatever is
and older, according to Uni- necessary to make sure peoversity of Maryland civic en- ple get out there to vote."
gagement research. The proportion of young adults who
voted in non-presidential
elections was even smaller.
That leaves lots of room for

FOR RENT
4hours of your group's ti.me PLUS our free (yes, free)
fundraising solutiom EQUALS $1 ,000-$2,000 in earning for
your group. Call TODAY for a $450 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser with Campus Fundraiser.

Concession help needed for
Football games.
Starting pay $8.00/hour
call 832-577-3640

playing field and shape our
world. Go vote!"
Some in the parade
of celebrities, civil rights
leaders, hip-hop artists, activists and politicians bad
the backing o_f nonpartisan
voter registration groups,
such as the National Coalition on Black Qvic Participation's Unity '04 Voter Empowerment Campaign. But a
noticeable majority pushed
the Democratic Party agenda
and counted on being welcomed by a well-established
base of supporters on many

THE PANTHER

~

Contact (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

Efficiency Roon-is
Refrigerator I lv.ticrol-Vave /A . C.
Student s Prefe rred
$275 per n-ionth
including utilities
No Smoking or Drinking

Call (9 7 9) 8 2 6-6556
(832) 434- 6US9

PURPlll llAZll

A PUBLICATION _OF THE
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Bfi:GREG BELL

PROGRAMS
Paat
The UV Pageant

On September 30, 2004 the University Village held its 1 st
arwunat Mr. And Miss Scholarship Pageant. The auditorium in the
MSC quickly filled to its capacity 15 minutes before the pageant
started. If you missed out on this year's "Night on Paradise Island", be on the look out for bigger things happening at the
UV. More details on this event are available in the Village News
letter.

IIIYNDTIIYmlRt
ueraae.6

Future
Intramural Football
The University ViRage is sponsoring two t-ms for the
upcoming 2004 Intramural Footbaft League. The two t-ms wiH
consist of players from the entire community.
Let's Make LOlle
E'11!ry Monday at 7 :45pm in the phase Ill clubhouse we
wiU be holding a seminar to get the low down on how to have lasting relationships, true lcNe, friendships, and much more. Remember, if you are nd married but in a relationship then you are
single. Spaces are rese,-d for University ViUage residents only.

Lea ■ ing:
•
Applications for th• spring will b• available on Nov. 1, 2004.
•
The flrst lnstaUment for th• spring Is due Dec. 1. 2004.
•
All s1udents not rat1.n1lng In lhe spring are alked to raport to the Ph••
I clubhouse to speakwllh Cds1al Johnson byNavltmber 15.

CA OF THE MONTH (exceeding expectations from Management and
standing out from peers)
Brandy Byers
How does it feel to be CA of the month?
It was a team effort, and it feels great! In all honesty, it was a shock because I felt like I was merely doing my job.
Can we expect Brandy to continue operating at such a high levl!I?
Yes, because I enjoy doing my job and I love providing unparallel customer service.

2004 Dell PC Wlanerl1t
MaliJcMott

Accounting:
•
•

•
•
•

Monthly Installments ere due on the flrst al each month.
Payments recelvlld after the 5"' wll rasuH In a $25 late fee and en ad·
dltfonal $50 If II Is racelved after the 15"'.
If you hav& a balance, a HOLD wlll be placed on your PVAMU ac:,count.
No personal checks are accepted far late payments.
Please check with -your Flnw,clal Aid Coun•lor lo make sura you
have enoui,i flnanclal aid to PIIY for your housing.

Malik i1 one of the raid~ who submitted~ Fall 2004 lease agreemc:nt:_by May 26. 2004, which resulted in his name being entered into a
drawiil8 for a FREE Ddl Computer.

